CS388: Natural Language Processing
Lecture 24: Mul9linguality + Morphology

Administrivia
‣ Final project presenta9ons next week
‣ See Canvas announcement for who is presen9ng when
‣ Can be “work in progress”, but there should be at least preliminary
results
‣ Final reports due on December 14; no slip days

Greg Durrett

Dealing with other languages
‣ Other languages present some problems not seen in English at all!
‣ Many algorithms so far have been developed for English
‣ Some structures like cons9tuency parsing don’t make sense for other
languages
‣ Neural methods are typically tuned to English-scale resources, may not
be the best for other languages where less data is available
‣ Ques9on:
1) What other phenomena / challenges do we need to solve?
2) How can we leverage exis9ng resources to do be]er in other
languages without just annota9ng massive data?

‣ Project 2 graded; average = 19.0

This Lecture
‣ Morphology: eﬀects and challenges
‣ Morphology tasks: analysis, inﬂec9on, word segmenta9on
‣ Cross-lingual tagging and parsing

What is morphology?
‣ Study of how words form
‣ Deriva9onal morphology: create a new lexeme from a base
estrange (v) => estrangement (n)

Morphology

become (v) => unbecoming (adj)
‣ May not be totally regular: enﬂame => inﬂammable
‣ Inﬂec9onal morphology: word is inﬂected based on its context
I become / she becomes
‣ Mostly applies to verbs and nouns

Morphological Inﬂec9on
‣ In English: I arrive

you arrive

we arrive you arrive
‣ In French:

he/she/it arrives
they arrive

Morphological Inﬂec9on
[X] arrived

‣ In Spanish:

Noun Inﬂec9on
‣ Not just verbs either; gender, number, case complicate things

Irregular Inﬂec9on
‣ Common words are olen irregular
‣ I am / you are / she is
‣ Je suis / tu es / elle est
‣ Yo soy / usted está / ella es

‣ Nomina9ve: I/he/she, accusa9ve: me/him/her, geni9ve: mine/his/hers
‣ Da9ve: merged with accusa9ve in English, shows recipient of something
I taught the children <=> Ich unterrichte die Kinder
I give the children a book <=> Ich gebe den Kindern ein Buch

Agglu9na9ng Langauges
‣ Finnish/Turkish/
Hungarian (FinnoUgric): what a
preposi9on would
do in English is
instead part of the
verb
adessive: “on”
illa9ve: “into”
‣ Many possible forms — and in newswire data, only a few are observed

‣ However, less common words typically fall into some regular
paradigm — these are somewhat predictable

Morphologically-Rich Languages
‣ Many languages spoken all over the world have much richer morphology
than English (Chinese is the main excep9on)
‣ CoNLL 2006 / 2007: dependency parsing + morphological analyses for
~15 mostly Indo-European languages
‣ SPMRL shared tasks (2013-2014): Syntac9c Parsing of MorphologicallyRich Languages
‣ Word piece / byte-pair encoding models for MT are pre]y good at
handling these if there’s enough data

Morphologically-Rich Languages
‣ Great resources for challenging
your assump9ons about language
and for understanding
mul9lingual models!

Morphological Analysis/Inﬂec9on

Morphological Analysis

Morphological Analysis
But the government does not recommend reducing taxes.
Ám a kormány egyetlen adó csökkentését sem javasolja .
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‣ When we’re building systems, we probably want to know base form +
morphological features explicitly
‣ How to do this kind of morphological analysis?

a9
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‣ In other languages, *lots* more unseen words! Aﬀects parsing,
transla9on, …
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‣ In English, not that many word forms, lexical features on words and
word vectors are pre]y eﬀec9ve

‣ Why is this useful?

Morphological Analysis

Predic9ng Inﬂec9on

‣ Given a word, need to recognize what its morphological features are

‣ Other direc9on: given base form + features, inﬂect the word
‣ Hard for unknown words — need models that generalize

‣ Basic approach:
‣ Lexicon: tells you what possibili9es are
‣ Analyzer: sta9s9cal model that disambiguates
‣ Models are largely CRF-like: score morphological features in context

w i n d e n

‣ Lots of work on Arabic inﬂec9on (high amounts of ambiguity)
Durre] and DeNero (2013)

Predic9ng Inﬂec9on

Morphological Reinﬂec9on

‣ Other direc9on: given base form + features, inﬂect the word
‣ Hard for unknown words — need models that generalize
‣ Take a bunch of exis9ng
verbs from Wik9onary,
extract these change rules
using character alignments
‣ Train a CRF with character ngram context features to
learn where to apply them
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Durre] and DeNero (2013)

‣ Machine transla9on where phrase table is deﬁned in terms of lemmas
‣ “Translate-and-inﬂect”: translate into uninﬂected words and predict
inﬂec9on based on source side
Chahuneau et al. (2013)

Morpheme Segmenta9on
‣ Can we do something unsupervised rather than these complicated
analyses?
‣ unbecoming => un+becom+ing — we should be able to recognize these
common pieces and split them oﬀ

Word Segmenta9on

‣ How do weo do this?

Creutz and Lagus (2002)

Morpheme Segmenta9on

Chinese Word Segmenta9on

‣ Simple probabilis9c model

‣ Some languages
including Chinese are
totally untokenized

‣ p(mi) = count(token)/count(all tokens)
‣ Train with EM: E-step involves es9ma9ng best segmenta9on with
Viterbi, M-step: collect token counts
allowed expected need needed all+owe+d expe+cted n+e+ed ne+ed+ed E0
M0: ed has count 3

all+ow+ed expect+ed ne+ed ne+ed+ed

E1

‣ Some heuris9cs: reject rare morphemes, one-le]er morphemes
‣ Doesn’t handle stem changes: becoming => becom + ing
Creutz and Lagus (2002)

‣ LSTMs over character
embeddings / character
bigram embeddings to
predict word boundaries
‣ Having the right
segmenta9on can help
machine transla9on

Chen et al. (2015)

Cross-Lingual Tagging
‣ Mul9lingual POS induc9on

Cross-Lingual Tagging and Parsing

‣ Genera9ve model of two
languages simultaneously, joint
alignment + tag learning
‣ Complex genera9ve model,
requires Gibbs sampling for
inference
Snyder et al. (2008)

Cross-Lingual Tagging

Cross-Lingual Tagging

‣ We have resources for languages like English — can we use these
more directly?
N V PR DT ADJ
I like it a lot

N V PR DT ADJ
I like it a lot

Je l’ aime beaucoup
N PR V
??

Je l’ aime beaucoup

‣ Tag with English tagger, project across bitext, train French tagger?
‣ Can do something smarter
Das and Petrov (2011)

‣ Form a graph of trigrams, use
these to propagate knowledge
about tags

{

{

Das and Petrov (2011)

Cross-Lingual Tagging

Cross-Lingual Tagging

Das and Petrov (2011)
I like it

l’ aime beaucoup

I love it

l’ adore un peu

he loves it
she loves it
edge weights based on
alignments (middle word
must be aligned)
l’ adore beaucoup
edge weights based on similarity of
contexts these trigrams occur in

‣ Each node is associated with a distribu9on over tags, label propaga9on
updates these using the graph

Cross-Lingual Tagging

Das and Petrov (2011)

Cross-Lingual Tagging

‣ Label propaga9on: encourages nodes with higher-weight edges between
them to have similar tags
‣ Take these trigrams and treat them as “sol training examples” and learn
an HMM tagger
‣ Prune to only keep tags above some probability to get the lexicon (valid
tag-word pairs)

Das and Petrov (2011)

‣ EM-HMM/feature HMM: unsupervised methods with a greedy mapping
from learned tags to gold tags
Projec9on:
project tags across bitext to make pseudogold corpus, train
‣
on that
Das and Petrov (2011)

Cross-Lingual Parsing

Cross-Lingual Parsing

‣ Now that we can POS tag other languages, can we parse them too?
‣ Direct transfer: train a parser over POS sequences in one language, then
apply it to another language
PRON VERB NOUN
I

like tomatoes

PRON VERB PRON
I

like them

PRON PRON VERB
Je les aime
‣ Even though we've never seen this sequence
in English and don’t know the words, we can
s9ll ﬁgure it out
McDonald et al. (2011)

Cross-Lingual Embeddings

‣ Mul9-dir: transfer a parser trained on several source treebanks to the
target language
‣ Mul9-proj: more complex annota9on projec9on approach
McDonald et al. (2011)

Cross-Lingual Embeddings

‣ Learn a shared mul9lingual embedding space so any neural system can
transfer over
‣ mul9Cluster: use bilingual dic9onaries to form clusters of words that are
transla9ons of one another, replace corpora with cluster IDs, train
“monolingual” embeddings over all these corpora
‣ mul9CCA: “project” all other languages into English
‣ CCA: learn a projec9on of aligned data points into a shared space

Ammar et al. (2016)

‣ Word vectors work pre]y well at “intrinsic” tasks, some improvement on
things like document classiﬁca9on and dependency parsing as well
Ammar et al. (2016)

Where are we now?
‣ Universal dependencies: treebanks (+ tags) for 70+ languages
‣ Many languages are s9ll small, so projec9on techniques may s9ll help
‣ More corpora in other languages, less and less reliance on structured
tools like parsers, and pretraining on unlabeled data means that
performance on other languages is be]er than ever
‣ BERT has pretrained mul9lingual models that seem to work pre]y well
(trained on a whole bunch of languages)

Takeaways
‣ Many languages have richer morphology than English and pose dis9nct
challenges
‣ Problems: how to analyze rich morphology, how to generate with it
‣ Can leverage resources for English using bitexts
‣ Next 9me: wrapup + ethics of NLP

